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Abstract
The authors developed the method for preoperative planning of surgeries for bowlegs correction by using of standing long-films. The method
(Patent of the Russian Federation 2547252) based on visualization of the soft tissues contour and contours of the long bones. It combines the
advantages of planning by using roentgenograms and planning by using photographs. The method allows predetermining the mutual position
of the bone fragments, providing the required shape of the legs, the influence of the operation to the mechanic of the joints due to a change in
the relationship of the reference lines and angles. To realize the goal, the thematic literature data were used. The schemes and formulas for
calculating the magnitude of different types of manipulations (angulation-valgisation, translation–medialisation, elongation– distraction) for
achieving the optimal shape of the legs were taking into consideration. The roentgenograms of 25 patients operated by authors for legs shape
correction in 2009-2013 and the roentgenograms of 36 patients operated by other doctors in 2007-2010 were applied for advice. The method
was tested in 16 cases.
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Introductions
The high tibia osteotomy has become widespread for
treatment of metaphysical and epi-metaphyseal deformities of
the shank [1-11]. However, even its technically correct execution
does not guarantee the achieving of “ideal” shape of the legs,
accepted in the plastic surgery.

The most widely used classification of the shape of the legs
was suggested by AA Artemyev [6]. According to that, were
distinguished the “ideal” shape of the legs, O-shape, X-shape and
“false curvature” (Figure 1). In case of “ideal” shape, the legs
adjoin in three points located on the medial contours of both
limbs. Point I is located at the level of distal metaepiphysis of
the femurs, point II-at the level of the border between the upper
third and intermediate third of the diaphysis of the tibias, point
III-at the level of the distal metaepiphysis of the tibias. The
“ideal” shape implies the presence of three spindle-shaped gaps
between the medial contours of the legs, bordered by the crotch,
adjoining knee joints, soft tissues in the upper thirds of the shins
and by the ankles. O-shape of the legs implies that the legs adjoin
at point III only, in case of the X-shaped legs at point I, “false
curvature” at points I and III. It is possible to determine the type
of shape using photographs or long-films.
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Figure 1: Classification of the shape of the legs by Artemyev
A.A. (explanations are in the text): a - the “ideal” shape of the
legs, b - the O-shape of the legs, c – “false curvature”, d X-shape of the legs.

In case of “false curvature”, the cruroplastic with silicone
implants is required. In case of O-or X-shape of legs, osteotomies
and osteosynthesis should be performed. External fixation has
the advantage: it allows “to perform correction of the shape
of the legs taking into account the wishes of the patient and
in cooperation with him” (cited from Artemyev AA) [6]. They
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generally perform the tibia osteotomy at the level of the proximal
metaepiphysis or the upper third of the diaphysis. Correction
they usually perform gradually in postoperative period. To
reach an “ideal” shape of legs besides valgisation, are necessary
medialisation and distraction [1-6,12-14].

The known variants of preoperative planning for genu
varum treatment can be divided in “orthopedic” and “aesthetic”.
For “orthopedic” variants, the Reference Lines and Angles (RLA),
determined from the roentgenograms, are taken as a basis
[5,11]. For example, Miniaci A [10] takes into consideration the
anatomical or mechanical tibia-femoral angle; for Lobenhoffer
P, Fujisawa Y & Coventry MB [7-9] the most important criterion
for planning is the deviation of the mechanical axis of the leg
(MAD). Orlyansky V [8]. In addition to MAD takes into account
the magnitude of the Mechanical Medial Proximal Tibia Angle
(MMPTA). Other authors in addition to MAD and MMPTA take
into account the value of the Mechanical Lateral Distal Tibia
Angle (MLDTA). They carry out the planning of correction by
using applications or software by rotating the contour of the
distal fragment of the tibia to the position that provides the
correct values of the RLA. However, the prediction of the shape
(contour)of the legs after correction is not possible by these
planning options because of using the skiagrams (contours) of
femoral and tibia bones.

The specific software was developed for “aesthetic”
planning. These programs are based on using of photos of the
patient’s legs [2,12]. Some of these programs are available on
the Internet (http://legscorrection.ru and http://www.plastio.
ru). Performing the planning, user marks the “reference points”
on the medial contour of the shins at the level of the osteotomy.
He marks centers of hip joints and ankle joints too. The result
of the planning is a picture of deformed contour of the patient’s
legs. The silhouette of every leg is bent to combine the “reference
points”. The points corresponding to the centers of the hip joints
and ankle joints retain previous positions. These methods of
planning are visual, but provides not high accuracy. It is possible
to determine approximately the centers of joints and the level of
osteotomy according to the photo of the legs. Nonconformity of
the shape of the legs after treatment to preoperative planning
may cause the need of repeated surgery [2,5]. The impossibility
of investigating RLA does not allow assessing the influence of
the surgery on the mechanics of the joints [5,11].
Thus, it should be noted that at present there is no method
of preoperative planning that allows to predict the shape of the
legs after the correctional osteotomy, the mutual positions of the
bones fragments and the values of the RLA (MAD, mTFA, mLDFA,
mMPTA, mLDTA).
a.

Purpose of the study

To develop a method for preoperative planning of bowlegs
correction providing the possibility to predict the shape of legs
and values of RLA after correction.
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Material and Methods
Information about the bones fragments movements
to perform manipulations for the legs shape correction
(valgisation, medialisation, distraction) were obtained from
the literature [2-4,6-11,12-15]. The schemes and formulas for
calculating the magnitude of valgisation and medialisation for
achieving the “ideal” shape of the legs were studied [3,14]. The
roentgenograms of 25 patients operated by authors for legs
shape correction in 2009-2013 and the roentgenograms of 36
patients operated by other doctors in 2007-2010 were applied
for advice.

Results

To perform the preoperative planning according the
developed method [16] the surgeon should use graphics
software. It should provide options for vector and raster graphics
processing by layer-to-layer mode.

On a digitized standing long-film of the legs examine the
values of the RLA, mark the medial and lateral contours of the
legs. Marking the contours of the legs on the roentgenogram
is not difficult: the air is a contrast substance with low atomic
weight, is used in x-ray diagnostics to contrast soft tissues as
oxygen and carbon dioxide [17].
Draw the line through the middle of the pubic symphysis
perpendicular to the bispinal line (line #1). Draw the lines #2
on the levels of the future osteotomies of the tibias (2.5-3 cm
distally from the tuberosities of the tibias [2,4]) perpendicular
to the anatomical axes of the proximal third of the diaphysis
(Figure 2a). Note the points on the long-film for the right leg and
the left leg:
A.

The center of the head of the femur.

B.
The most prominent point of the medial contour of
the femur at the level of the distal metaepiphysis (“point I”
according to Artemiev AA [6], Figure 1).
C.
The point of intersection of the medial contour of the
shank and the line #2.
D. The most prominent point of the medial contour of the
shank on the upper or middle third of the tibia (“point II”
according to Artemiev AA [6], Figure 1).

E.
The point of intersection of the lateral cortex of the
tibia and line #2.
F.
The most proximal point of the proximal tibia-fibula
joint (the point of intersection of the cortexes of the tibia and
fibula bones).

G.
The intersection point of the line EF and the edge of the
roentgenogram.
H. The most prominent point of the medial contour of
the tibia at the level of the distal met epiphysis of the tibia
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(“point III” according to Artemiev AA [6], Figure 1).
I.
J.

contour of the upper third of the shin and the medial contour of
the femur, line #3. Complex II is bordered by the intervals CE,
EI, IK, the lower edge of the roentgenogram, the line #3 up to
the point H, the medial contour of the shank up to the point C.
Complex III is bordered by the interval EG, the right/left edge of
the roentgenogram, the lower edge of the roentgenogram, the
intervals KI and IE (Figure 2a).

The most distal point of the distal tibia-fibula joint.
The top of the lateral malleolus.

K. The intersection point of the line EF and the edge of the
roentgenogram.

Draw the line through the center of the pubic symphysis and
point H (line #3). For each leg mark 3 complexes. The complex
I is bordered by the upper edge of the radiograph, the right/left
edge of the radiograph, the interval GE, the interval EC, the medial

Using the options of the graphics software, rotate
simultaneous three complexes for each leg around the points A
till points B adjoin to the line #1 (Figure 2b).

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 2: Steps of the preoperative planning using long-film (explanations are in the text).
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Figure 3: Clinical case (explanations are in the text).

Simulate the valgisations of the distal fragments of the
tibias [2,3,6] by simultaneous rotation of the complexes II and
III around the points E till points H adjoin to the line #1 (the
magnitudes of the angles of rotation of the complexes are equal
to the magnitudes of the planning valgisations) (Figure 2c).
After that, if points D adjoin to the line #1, make a decision that
valgisation is enough to achieve an “ideal” shape of legs. If points
D do not adjoin to the line #1 after simulating of valgisation, the
resulting shape of the legs corresponds to the “false curvature”.
The width of the gap between the medial contours of the shanks
reflects the amount of curvature.
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If the correction of “false curvature” is necessary, perform
the second stage: simulate the medialisation of the distal
fragments of the tibias [2,3,6,14] by rotating the complexes II
around the points I till the points D adjoin to the line #1 (Figure
2d). The distances between the positions of the points C before
rotation and after is equal to the magnitude of the planned
medialisation. The shanks become wider on the distance from
point E of complex III to point E of complex II.
If the shanks after medialisation seem too wide to the
patient, simulate the moving down of the fibulas [3, 6,18] by
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moving distally complexes II and III (Figure 2e). After that rotate the complexes III around points I until points F adjoin
lateral cortexes of the tibias. If the patient insists on keeping
the same widths of the shanks as before surgery, simulate the
moving down of the fibulas until the points E of the complexes II
adjoin to points E of the complexes III (Figure 2f).

The result of preoperative planning is the picture of the
shape of the legs after correction and mutual locations of
bones fragments to provide that shape. After that, measure
the magnitude of the necessary valgisation, medialisation and
distraction to obtain the desired shape of the legs and investigate
RLA corresponding to planned variant of correction.
a. Clinical case

The female 23 y.o. came to Vreden Russian Research Institute
of Traumatology and Orthopedics on February 14, 2012. She was
unhappy with her legs shape (Figure 3a), having complaint of
bowlegs without pain (O-shaped legs). Pathological changes
of hip, knee, and ankle joints using physical and ultrasound
examination and MRI were not revealed.

Preoperational planning was performed according to the
original method. It was found that achieving an “ideal” shape
of legs by valgisations is not possible (Figure 2c). That is why
were simulated valgisation (right -3°, left -6°) and medialisation
(right-10mm, left - 12mm). According to the planning, after
these procedures the shanks will become 10mm wider (Figure
2d). When modeling the moving down of the fibulas, it was found
that for keeping the initial width of the shanks the distraction on
4 cm is needed (Figure 2e). The patient refused the lengthening
on 4cm because of long treatment period. She insisted on
lengthening on 1, 5cm.
The surgery of both tibias osteotomies and external fixation
was performed on February 15, 2012. To simplify the correction,
software based Ortho-SUV Frames (http://ortho-suv.org) were
applied [5] (Figure 3b & 3c). The use of these units provides
precise, one-step gradual deformity correction. It was performed
according to preoperative planning in 71 days. The fixation
period took 89 days. After that frames were removed (Figure
3d). The achieved shape of the legs corresponds to the “ideal”
and completely corresponds to the patient’s requests (Figure
3d). The values of the RLA are shown at (Figure 3e).

Discussion

The original method of planning were applied in 16 cases.
The analyses demonstrates that in 13 cases (84%) the shape of
the legs after correction was equal to preoperative planning. At
the same time, it was established that the method has specific
for “orthopedic” and “aesthetic” types of planning disadvantage.
Simulating of torsion of the distal fragments of the tibias is
impossible. We believe that this problem will be solved by
application of software for three-dimensional modeling.
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Conclusion
The developed method of preoperative planning for bowlegs
correction makes it possible to determine the mutual positions
of bones fragments that provide the required shape of the legs,
as well as the influence of the operation to the mechanic of the
joints due to changes in the relationship of reference lines and
angles. A detailed study will be devoted to an in-depth analysis
of the application of this method and its comparison with
alternative versions.

Summary

Authors worked out the method of preoperative planning
of bowlegs correction. It is based on the application of standing
long-films. It combines advantages of preoperative planning
using photographs and long-film radiograms by visualization of
lower limbs shape and bones contours. It allows predetermining
positions of the bone fragments, providing the necessary shape
and relationship of the reference lines and angles. The method
was applied in 16 cases.
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